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ABSTRACT




findings﻿of﻿ an﻿ investigation﻿ focused﻿on﻿ the﻿ implementation﻿of﻿ smart﻿ devices﻿ in﻿ the﻿AEC﻿sector.﻿
Findings﻿address﻿the﻿status﻿of﻿digitalisation﻿in﻿the﻿construction﻿sector﻿of﻿the﻿construction﻿industry﻿
as﻿well﻿as﻿main﻿utilisations﻿of﻿smart﻿devices.﻿The﻿findings﻿are﻿based﻿on﻿semi-structured﻿interviews﻿
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1. INTRoDUCTIoN
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of﻿BIM﻿ in﻿ construction﻿ projects﻿ can﻿ increase﻿ collaboration﻿within﻿ project﻿ teams,﻿ improve﻿






layout,﻿ real-time﻿ schedule﻿monitoring﻿ systems,﻿ route﻿planning﻿and﻿ topography﻿visualisation.﻿
When﻿GIS﻿layout﻿data﻿is﻿linked﻿with﻿three-dimensional﻿(3D)﻿site﻿models,﻿the﻿whole﻿material﻿
circulation﻿ path﻿ in﻿ the﻿ site﻿ can﻿ vividly﻿ simulated﻿ and﻿ two-dimensional﻿GIS﻿becomes﻿ three-
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Hence﻿ the﻿ importance﻿ in﻿understanding﻿ the﻿ implementation﻿of﻿ smart﻿devices﻿ in﻿ the﻿construction﻿








on﻿ tourism,﻿commerce﻿and﻿road﻿work.﻿Consequently,﻿ this﻿ industry﻿has﻿been﻿ the﻿most﻿significant﻿
economic﻿activity﻿in﻿the﻿country,﻿providing﻿employment﻿and﻿economic﻿growth.
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3. RESEARCH METHoDoLoGy





As﻿ an﻿ initial﻿ step,﻿ this﻿ study﻿ followed﻿ a﻿ systematic﻿ approach﻿ for﻿ reviewing﻿ compendium﻿of﻿
literature﻿to﻿examine﻿the﻿background﻿of﻿this﻿research﻿and﻿define﻿the﻿interview﻿questions.﻿The﻿search﻿




and﻿books),﻿ literature﻿ reviews﻿have﻿become﻿a﻿usual﻿and﻿ indispensable﻿method﻿for﻿synthesising﻿a﻿
specific﻿research﻿field﻿(Teuteberg﻿&﻿Wittstruck,﻿2010).





















Table 1. Classification of companies in the Dominican Republic based on number of employees, capital and revenue
Company Type Company Size (No. of Employees)
Active Capital 
(In DOP – RD$)
Annual Revenue 
(In DOP – RD$)







Large >200 >﻿40,000,000.00 >﻿150,000,000.00
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Table 2. Profile of construction organisations operating in the field of Building and Civil engineering





DR-01 Small Private National 1 Resident﻿Engineer
DR-02 Large Public National 1 Resident﻿Engineer
DR-03 Micro Private National 1 Director
DR-04 Micro Private National 1 Director




DR-06 Medium Private International 1 Project﻿manager
DR-07 Large Public National 1 Project﻿designer
DR-08 Micro Private National 1 Project﻿manager
DR-09 Large Public National 1 Drawings﻿coordinator




Table 3. Interviewees demographic information




1 Civil﻿engineer Resident﻿engineer Small Private >﻿3
2 Civil﻿engineer Resident﻿engineer Large Public >﻿30
3 Civil﻿engineer Director Micro Private >﻿2
4 Civil﻿engineer Director Micro Private >﻿12
5 Architect BIM﻿manager Small Private >﻿4
6 Civil﻿engineer Project﻿manager Medium Private >﻿5
7 Civil﻿engineer Project﻿manager Large Public >﻿6
8 Civil﻿engineer Project﻿manager Micro Private >﻿4
9 Civil﻿engineer Resident﻿engineer Small Private >﻿9
10 Civil﻿engineer Resident﻿engineer Small Private >﻿6
11 Architect Drawings﻿coordinator Large Public >﻿4
12 Architect Project﻿designer Medium Private >﻿4
13 Civil﻿engineer Project﻿manager Medium Private >﻿5
14 Architect Project﻿manager Medium Private >﻿5
15 Architect Project﻿manager Medium Private >﻿10
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Figure 1. Organisational structure and innovation exchange in the Dominican Republic construction industry
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Right now, everything is handled via email and AutoCAD, and plans can be reviewed digitally, 
but usually they are printed on the office or jobsite, engineers review it and anything that 
depends on architecture is sent to the sub-contractor to make the change, at the end that change 
only goes to that person on that email, for distributed that person has to send it to everyone. 
(Interviewee 05 – BIM manager)
also:
…they mostly visualise it with their smartphones, I have rarely seen them with a printed drawing. 
(Interviewee 07 – Project manager)
and﻿finally:
Well the drawings are in AutoCAD. The material orders are sent via email, if we need to do a photographic 
report, we take the pictures and archive them, we take pictures of the tests. That is what we require the 
most in digital format. And the construction programs. (Interviewee 10 – Resident engineer)
These﻿opinions﻿ indicate﻿ a﻿ positive﻿ tendency﻿ regarding﻿ the﻿ digitalization﻿of﻿ the﻿AEC﻿ sector.﻿
Interviewees﻿ have﻿ indicated﻿ the﻿ use﻿ of﻿ digital﻿ documents﻿ over﻿ printed﻿ ones.﻿As﻿ interviewee﻿ 07﻿
highlighted﻿smartphones﻿are﻿being﻿used﻿to﻿visualize﻿documents﻿and﻿reducing﻿the﻿paperwork.﻿In﻿line﻿
with﻿this,﻿other﻿interviewees﻿noted﻿the﻿following:
Well in recent days, at least I see the industry moving towards using digital technologies, whether 
it is through the utilisation of software like Revit. In this company, we try a lot to implement digital 
solutions. (Interviewee 13 – Project manager)
also:
This company is on vanguard, it’s true that you make drawings that you can distribute to sub-
contractors, but we use Google drive and our server, with Google drive we can share it with 
subcontractors, and it is always updated there. There are many times that you printed for a matter of 
simplification for going to the job site and checking on an issue. (Interviewee 14 – Project manager)
In﻿summary,﻿one﻿part﻿of﻿the﻿interviewees﻿has﻿highlighted﻿the﻿transformational﻿change﻿towards﻿
digitalization﻿in﻿the﻿construction﻿industry.﻿Smartphones﻿are﻿the﻿only﻿devices﻿mentioned﻿for﻿visualizing﻿
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There﻿ is﻿also﻿a﻿negative﻿perspective﻿regarding﻿ the﻿digitalisation﻿of﻿processes﻿ in﻿construction﻿







…It is difficult because our culture still has established that all is submitted on paper and ultimately 
that becomes a necessity that we handle, with all the problems that it encompasses… (Interviewee 
04 – Company director)
also:
“I think that construction has evolved in certain way, but there is still a lot of work to do, regarding getting 
rid of paper and ignoring the complete existence of drawings. Drawings are a vital part of a project that 
is needed in physical; people do not let go the habits of using paper as main resource, although little by 
little I have seen that we are tending to utilise digital technologies.” (Interviewee 12 – Project designer)
These﻿opinions﻿highlight﻿the﻿difficulty﻿found﻿in﻿the﻿migration﻿towards﻿a﻿new﻿methodology﻿of﻿








“There is loads, loads of paperwork, more than I thought when I came back from my builder, the 
directors of the company are aware of it and they are aware of where the industry is moving to. 
That there are few technologies applied to the industry, but many alternatives are being created. So 
right now, the industry is in the process of adapting to those new emerging technologies oriented to 
construction.” (Interviewee 06 – Project manager)
also:
Exactly, but that change, that transition from paper to digital is a “bumpy ride”. (Interviewee 06 – 
Project manager)
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the﻿socio-economic﻿context﻿surrounding﻿ the﻿companies﻿considered﻿ in﻿ this﻿study.﻿Other﻿countries﻿
might﻿have﻿better﻿initiatives﻿towards﻿digitalisation.
4.3. Utilisation of Smart Devices in Construction 








This﻿ category﻿ has﻿ the﻿ highest﻿ rank﻿ based﻿ on﻿ the﻿ number﻿ of﻿ interviewees﻿who﻿mentioned﻿
the﻿ implementation﻿of﻿smart﻿devices﻿for﻿capturing,﻿editing﻿and﻿storing﻿ information.﻿Some﻿of﻿ the﻿
interviewees﻿stated﻿that﻿they﻿use﻿smart﻿phones﻿to﻿add﻿photos﻿to﻿their﻿project﻿reports﻿with﻿visual﻿photos:
“Well we really use a lot smart phones, because we take photos for the reports and we need to have 
a registry of those pictures…” (Interviewee 07 – Project manager)





















6 • • •
7 • • •
8 •
9 • • •
10
11
12 • • •
13 • •
14 • • •
15 • •
Total 11 9 5 3 1 1
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also:
“I use it to take pictures for my daily reports. I send them directly to my email and then download 
them to my computer and create daily reports…” (Interviewee 15 – Project manager)
In﻿addition,﻿other﻿interviewees﻿use﻿smart﻿phones﻿to﻿visualise﻿drawings﻿on﻿the﻿jobsite:
“…if I have a drawing and is printed and I do not want to have it on me all the time, I take a picture 























“…they use Google Earth for visualising points on the road, seeing terrain-related things, that type 
of things, they use the iPad for that mostly…” (Interviewee 06 – Project manager)
also:
“Yes, we use GPS … We also used a device for marking points on a road project. You know what we 
use smartphones a lot for, for manuals; we have a manual for road signs. If we are on the jobsite we 
open it and we answer any query.” (Interviewee 07 – Project manager)
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“We are implementing some installations of hardware to the equipment, which connects to the Cloud 
and we can get information about how much terrain, a equipment moved, how much it was covered, 
how much it was cut. We are in the middle of a process of implementation so that information can be 
uploaded to a software that we have installed.” (Interviewee 06 – Project manager)
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